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Discussion Questions:
What is the main proposition of the chapter, “II. The Maniac”?

How is the main proposition supported?

Regarding the statements which are quoted below:
Which ones do you challenge, and why?

With which ones do you agree, and why?

Which ones surprise you?

Which ones are like/unlike statements that are commonly made in contemporary discourse?

After reading this chapter, would you say that you believe in yourself?

What are the sources of optimism and pessimism? Of love? Of joy? Of fun?

G. K. Chesterton’s Orthodoxy
September 21, 2008: Keeping One’s Wits
For substantive discussion of the merits, as time and interest permit:

Page 6:

The men who really believe in themselves are all in lunatic asylums. . . . Actors who can't act believe in themselves;
and debtors who won't pay. It would be much truer to say that a man will certainly fail, because he believes in
himself. Complete self-confidence is not merely a sin; complete self-confidence is a weakness.

Page 7:

(Begin) all inquiry with a fact. . . . They began with the fact of sin—a fact as practical as potatoes. . . . Certain new theologians
dispute original sin, which is the only part of Christian theology which can really be proved. . . . The strongest saints and the
strongest sceptics alike took positive evil as the starting-point of their argument.

Pages 7-8:

But though moderns deny the existence of sin, I do not think that they have yet denied the existence of a lunatic asylum. We all
agree still that there is a collapse of the intellect as unmistakable as a falling house. . . . For the purpose of our primary argument
the one may very well stand where the other stood. I mean that as all thoughts and theories were once judged by whether they
tended to make a man lose his soul, so for our present purpose all modern thoughts and theories may be judged by whether they
tend to make a man lose his wits.

Page 8:

(E)ven the wildest poetry of insanity can only be enjoyed by the sane. To the insane man his insanity is quite prosaic, because it
is quite true. . . . It is the homogeneity of his mind which makes him dull, and which makes him mad. It is only because we see
the irony of his idea that we think him even amusing; . . . In short, oddities only strike ordinary people. Oddities do not strike
odd people. This is why ordinary people have a much more exciting time; while odd people are always complaining of the
dulness of life.

Page 9:

Exactly what does breed insanity is reason. Poets do not go mad; but chess-players do. Mathematicians go mad, and cashiers; but
creative artists very seldom.

Page 9:

(O)nly one great English poet went mad, Cowper. And he was definitely driven mad by logic, by the ugly and alien logic of
predestination. Poetry was not the disease, but the medicine; poetry partly kept him in health. He could sometimes forget the red
and thirsty hell to which his hideous necessitarianism dragged him among the wide waters and the white flat lilies of the Ouse. He
was damned by John Calvin; . . .

Pages 9-10: Poetry is sane because it floats easily in an infinite sea; reason seeks to cross the infinite sea, and so make it finite. The result is
mental exhaustion, . . . To accept everything is an exercise, to understand everything a strain. The poet only desires exaltation and
expansion, a world to stretch himself in. The poet only asks to get his head into the heavens. It is the logician who seeks to get the heavens into
his head. And it is his head that splits.
Page 10:

Obviously if any actions, even a lunatic's, can be causeless, determinism is done for. If the chain of causation can be broken for a
madman, it can be broken for a man.

Page 11:

If any human acts may loosely be called causeless, they are the minor acts of a healthy man; whistling as he walks; slashing the grass
with a stick; kicking his heels or rubbing his hands. It is the happy man who does the useless things; the sick man is not strong enough
to be idle. It is exactly such careless and causeless actions that the madman could never understand; for the madman (like the
determinist) generally sees too much cause in everything.

Page 11:

Every one who has had the misfortune to talk with people in the heart or on the edge of mental disorder, knows that their most sinister
quality is a horrible clarity of detail; a connecting of one thing with another in a map more elaborate than a maze. If you argue with a
madman, it is extremely probable that you will get the worst of it; for in many ways his mind moves all the quicker for not being
delayed by the things that go with good judgment. He is not hampered by a sense of humour or by charity, or by the dumb certainties
of experience. He is the more logical for losing certain sane affections.

Pages 13-14: A man cannot think himself out of mental evil; for it is actually the organ of thought that has become diseased, ungovernable,
and, as it were, independent. He can only be saved by will or faith.
Page 14:

Such is the madman . . . . He is without healthy hesitation and healthy complexity.

Page 15:

Take first the more obvious case of materialism. As an explanation of the world, materialism has a sort of insane
simplicity. It has just the quality of the madman's argument; we have at once the sense of it covering everything and the
sense of it leaving everything out. . . . He understands everything, and everything does not seem worth understanding. His
cosmos may be complete in every rivet and cog-wheel, but still his cosmos is smaller than our world. Somehow his
scheme, like the lucid scheme of the madman, seems unconscious of the alien energies and the large indifference of the
earth; it is not thinking of the real things of the earth, of fighting peoples or proud mothers, or first love or fear upon the
sea.

Page 15:

. . . the blind destiny of matter.

Page 16:

. . . if the man in Hanwell is the real God, he is not much of a god. And, similarly, if the cosmos of the materialist is the
real cosmos, it is not much of a cosmos. The thing has shrunk. The deity is less divine than many men; and (according to
Haeckel) the whole of life is something much more grey, narrow, and trivial than many separate aspects of it. The parts
seem greater than the whole.

Page 16:

The Christian is quite free to believe that there is a considerable amount of settled order and inevitable development in the
universe. But the materialist is not allowed to admit into his spotless machine the slightest speck of spiritualism or
miracle. Poor Mr. McCabe is not allowed to retain even the tiniest imp, though it might be hiding in a pimpernel. The
Christian admits that the universe is manifold and even miscellaneous, just as a sane man knows that he is complex. The
sane man knows that he has a touch of the beast, a touch of the devil, a touch of the saint, a touch of the citizen. Nay, the
really sane man knows that he has a touch of the madman. But the materialist's world is quite simple and solid, just as the
madman is quite sure he is sane. . . . Materialists and madmen never have doubts.

Page 17:

Spiritual doctrines do not actually limit the mind as do materialistic denials. Even if I believe in immortality I need not think
about it. But if I disbelieve in immortality I must not think about it. In the first case the road is open and I can go as far as I
like; in the second the road is shut.

Page 17:

Now it is the charge against the main deductions of the materialist that, right or wrong, they gradually destroy his humanity; I
do not mean only kindness, I mean hope, courage, poetry, initiative, all that is human. For instance, when materialism leads
men to complete fatalism (as it generally does), it is quite idle to pretend that it is in any sense a liberating force. It is absurd
to say that you are especially advancing freedom when you only use free thought to destroy free will. The determinists come
to bind, not to loose.

Page 17:

Similarly you may say, if you like, that the bold determinist speculator is free to disbelieve in the reality of the will. But it is a
much more massive and important fact that he is not free to raise, to curse, to thank, to justify, to urge, to punish, to resist
temptations, to incite mobs, to make New Year resolutions, to pardon sinners, to rebuke tyrants, or even to say "thank you"
for the mustard.

Page 18:

Then when this kindly world all round the man has been blackened out like a lie; when friends fade into ghosts, and the
foundations of the world fail; then when the man, believing in nothing and in no man, is alone in his own nightmare, then the
great individualistic motto shall be written over him in avenging irony. The stars will be only dots in the blackness of his own
brain; his mother's face will be only a sketch from his own insane pencil on the walls of his cell. But over his cell shall be
written, with dreadful truth, "He believes in himself."

Page 19:

The man who cannot believe his senses, and the man who cannot believe anything else, are both insane, but their insanity is
proved not by any error in their argument, but by the manifest mistake of their whole lives. They have both locked themselves
up in two boxes, painted inside with the sun and stars; they are both unable to get out, the one into the health and happiness of
heaven, the other even into the health and happiness of the earth.

Page 20:

Mysticism keeps men sane. As long as you have mystery you have health; when you destroy mystery you create
morbidity. The ordinary man has always been sane because the ordinary man has always been a mystic. He has
permitted the twilight. He has always had one foot in earth and the other in fairyland. He has always left himself free to
doubt his gods; but (unlike the agnostic of to-day) free also to believe in them.

Page 20:

The whole secret of mysticism is this: that man can understand everything by the help of what he does not understand. . .
. The mystic allows one thing to be mysterious, and everything else becomes lucid. The determinist makes the theory of
causation quite clear, and then finds that he cannot say "if you please" to the housemaid. The Christian permits free will
to remain a sacred mystery; but because of this his relations with the housemaid become of a sparkling and crystal
clearness.

Wit for our amusement:

Page 7:

And to all this my friend the publisher made this very deep and effective reply, "Well, if a man is not to believe in himself, in what
is he to believe?" After a long pause I replied, "I will go home and write a book in answer to that question." This is the book that I
have written in answer to it.

Page 7:

But certain religious leaders in London, not mere materialists, have begun in our day not to deny the highly disputable water, but
to deny the indisputable dirt. . . . Some . . . admit divine sinlessness, which they cannot see even in their dreams. But they
essentially deny human sin, which they can see in the street.

Page 7:

If it be true (as it certainly is) that a man can feel exquisite happiness in skinning a cat, then the religious philosopher can only
draw one of two deductions. He must either deny the existence of God, as all atheists do; or he must deny the present union
between God and man, as all Christians do. The new theologians seem to think it a highly rationalistic solution to deny the cat.

Page 8:

. . . if disease is beautiful, it is generally some one else's disease.

Page 8:

You can make a story out of a hero among dragons; but not out of a dragon among dragons.

Page 9:

Shakespeare is quite himself; it is only some of his critics who have discovered that he was somebody else.

Page 10:

. . . a great practical politician. Such men are indeed to madness near allied. Their incessant calculation of their own brains and other people's
brains is a dangerous trade. It is always perilous to the mind to reckon up the mind. A flippant person has asked why we say, "As mad as a
hatter." A more flippant person might answer that a hatter is mad because he has to measure the human head.

Page 11:

The madman is not the man who has lost his reason. The madman is the man who has lost everything except his reason.

Page 12:

I mean that if you or I were dealing with a mind that was growing morbid, we should be chiefly concerned not so much to
give it arguments as to give it air.

Page 16:

Mr. McCabe thinks me a slave because I am not allowed to believe in determinism. I think Mr. McCabe a slave because
he is not allowed to believe in fairies.

Page 21:

But that transcendentalism by which all men live has primarily much the position of the sun in the sky. We are conscious
of it as of a kind of splendid confusion; it is something both shining and shapeless, at once a blaze and a blur. But the
circle of the moon is as clear and unmistakable, as recurrent and inevitable, as the circle of Euclid on a blackboard. For
the moon is utterly reasonable; and the moon is the mother of lunatics and has given to them all her name.

